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What if our last act could be a gift to the 
planet? Musician and psychiatrist Clark 
Wang prepares for his own green burial in 
this immersive documentary.

While battling lymphoma, Clark has dis-
covered a burgeoning movement that 
uses burial to conserve and restore natu-
ral areas, forgoing typical funeral practices 
that stress the ecosystem. Boldly facing 
his mortality, Clark and his partner Jane 
have become passionate about green 

burial, compelled by both the environmental benefits and the 
idea that one can remain within the cycle of life, rather than 
being cut off from it. The spirited pair have inspired a compas-
sionate local cemeterian, and together they aim to use green 
burial to save a North Carolina woods from being clear-cut.

Jean, a 40-year-old unemployed 
actor, has hit rock bottom. Insuf-
ferably clueless and egotistical, 
his over-the-top “method” acting 
and high-maintenance personality 
have gotten him fired from countless 
jobs. At the unemployment office, his 
counselor sets him up with a rather 
odd job: helping the police recon-
struct crime scenes by standing in for 
the dead victim.
Jean’s obsession for detail impress-
es the beautiful chief investigator, 
allowing him to take a leading role 
in a double-murder investigation at 
a ritzy ski resort.

“A witty, Agatha Christie-style whodunit...smart
and frequently funny!” -The Hollywood Reporter

“A suspenseful whodunit rich with twists and turns.
Filming the crime reenactment as though it were a movie shoot, 
Salomé slyly juxtaposes the worlds of forensics and filmmaking, 

and the result is a rare, uproarious murder mystery.”
-Rendez-vous at the Film Society of Lincoln Center

“Moving and inspiring! The filM is abouT a life 
of purpose and a deaTh wiTh Meaning.”

Nell Minow, The Huffington Post

“HHHH! a beauTiful ruMinaTion on life,
deaTh and burial choice.”

Dan Schindel, Nonfics

“big-hearTed and ThoughT-provoking.”
Chris Barsanti, Film Journal International
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